SIFAWY BOUTIQUE HOTEL – At Muriya’s Jebel Sifah Destination
Quintessentially Arabian yet thoroughly contemporary and international in outlook, the four-star
Sifawy Boutique Hotel in Jebel Sifah takes pride in offering a warm Omani welcome to its guests and
visitors, reflecting the traditions of enchanting Oman, a timeless country that has captured the
imagination of travellers throughout time.
Nestled in the splendid nature of the slopes of the majestic Al Hajar Mountains and looking out to
the sparkling waters of the Sea of Oman teeming with marine life, the hotel enjoys an unrivalled
location at the heart of the picturesque Marina in Jebel Sifah. It was introduced to the world-class
community in 2011 by Muriya, experts specialised in developing the largest and most diversified ITC
destinations in Oman.
The 67 tasteful and comfortable rooms, suites and residences at the Sifawy Boutique Hotel are
equipped to meet the standards of the most discerning guest and each boasts a private balcony with
striking views of the pool, the sea, the marina or the mountains.
Prioritising the use of local produce and ingredients, the hotel offers guests and visitors a delectable
and an impressive selection of local and international cuisines. The choices range from a delectable
international à la carte menu and buffet at Al Sabla to the Mediterranean inspired Tapas menu at
the cool Breeze Lounge. The newly opened Barten and the popular Beach Bar offer drinks, snacks
and the chance to chill.
An oasis of relaxation and tranquillity, the hotel has a pool and Jacuzzi, a spa with an array of
treatments, and its beautiful private beach is just a stroll away. Younger guests are catered for with a
children’s pool and games room. As well as tourists from around the world, the Sifawy Boutique
Hotel’s special pool, day and weekend packages are popular with Muscat residents. The Sifawy
Boutique Hotel is the venue of choice for Muscat residents who are looking for an exclusive getaway
retreat whilst staying in Oman.
The Sifawy Boutique Hotel expertly caters for corporate events indoors, poolside and on the beach,
offering an array of possibilities beyond the scope of most venues thanks to its unique location. With
multi-faceted appeal, it is the perfect choice for corporate think tanks, strategy summits, executive
away days, team building, incentive experiences and more. In addition, the hotel puts the
sentimental value of Oman to the forefront, offering that added spark to the magical mix of a
complete wedding destination, creating a perfect setting for nuptials.
Though just an hour’s drive or boat ride from Muscat, this special venue gives business and leisure
participants alike, the feeling of adventure, escape and exclusivity. Able to accommodate up to 120
delegates in the fully equipped hi-tech Al Majlis Meeting Room and Al Hajjar Boardroom, the Sifawy
Boutique Hotel offers expert support throughout the planning process and during the event itself.
Accessible by car, water taxi and private boats, the journey to Sifawy Boutique Hotel is a scenic one
with the dramatic mountains on the road and equally breath-taking by sea with a landing dock

available at the Jebel Sifah Marina adding extra levels of convenience upon arrival to this private and
relaxing retreat.
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